
Migration and Clan Relations

Migration;     Elgwald to Elfwald to Elwald to Ellot 
Clan Relations;   Redheugh, Larriston, Stobs and Horseliehill

I am from the Elwaldus (Latin; -us) family line of Angles of 
Schleswig; Northern Germany Denmark. In Denmark we were 
known as; Ælgwald meaning Elg (Brit Elk, Am. Moose) of the 
forest (Brit; wood, Am; woods). This is where we find König 
Ælgwald (King Ælfwald). In Northumbria, Yorkshire, the name 
Elgwald/Algwald, became Elfwald, in which it became Elf  of the 
forest. Elfwald had a son Alanus Elfwald, who had a son Alan 
Elwald who had a son of Rimington, Lancashire Robert Elwald, 
the first chief of the Robert Elwald line.



Note the use of the stag's head of the Ælfwald sceat/coin minted 
York ca 800 which to the Dane's symbolizes forest, and the tree on 
the Elwald crest which also symbolizes forest.



Note the shields of Redheugh and Stobs, and how they are quit 
similar. The family of Stobs which is now of Redheugh, was 
originally of the Redheugh family before they became of Stobs.

The million dollar question is; What does that rod, or baton on 
the shield represent?

That rod, baton, what is referred to as a wand, is an elwand.



Elwald, many at times before The Union of The Crowns, were 
referred to as Elwand, or more formally Elwandis.
An elwand was a length of a Scottish ell measure standardized in 
Endinburgh   a hair more than in Imperial measurements than 37 
inches. It is the yardstick the Scots depended upon before the Union. 
It is the symbol of people known as elwandis, which certify 
measurement of length in a manner of a land surveyor may today. A 
number of those who carry my Y-DNA, also carry my Y-
Chromosomes are guided like I am by numbers. So to you I refer to 
myself as an elwandis. As symbolized on the Redheugh crest, by a 
drawing of an ell wand/elwald.

Though the Gilbert line is of Redheugh, I am not from the Redheugh 
line.



As one can see as given by; Robert Bruce Armstrong's; History of  
Liddesdale, the Horseliehill family crest is closer to the Kerr of 
Phernihirst family crest then the Redheugh crest.

Robert P. Elliott (another elwandis), a person in my group which is 
referred to as the Daniel Cluster. Named after people who trace their 
Y-DNA ancestry to Daniel Elliot of the who left testimony for the 
Salem Witch Trials. For the Daniel Cluster Modal one can see the 
Kerrs rank at the lowest for 570 to likely connection.



In reference to comparing Armstrong's Y-DNA to Elliott's Y-DNA;

However, in the process of attempting to find matches, I used the  
closest match I could find in the Elliott Border Reiver YDNA 
database at 12 markers, which was WWX8Y.  When I searched for  
matches at 37 or more markers off by 4 or less, I got 14 matches  
with about equal numbers of Armstrongs and Elliotts!  I have now 
found Eliotts & Armstrongs which match each other off by a genetic  
distance of only 1-2 at 67 markers.  
This is really quite amazing and it seems to confirm what the  
tradition in the  "Armstrong Chronicals" which says the Elliotts &  
Armstongs were brothers sons of Fairbairn or the "Fairy Bear".  Of  
course this match hold for only for one cluster of Elliott which is  
quite distant from the "Daniel Cluster". 
Robert P. Elliott  4/13/12

It is felt that the “Daniel Cluster” was cut off from its origins of the 
York region because of an established Scottish Border of 1320



Gilbert is of the Horseliehill family also.

Gilbert is the son of Robert 15th and the daughter of Jean Scott, of 
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Buccleuch. So Gilbert is of the Redheugh line.

Andrew Ellot is the brother german (half brother) Robert (Gawenis 
Hob), and William (Gawenis Will) sons of Gavin Ellot of 



Horsleyhill, from his first wife. So Andrew is the brother of Gavin 
Ellot step father to Gilbert Ellot, of Stobs.



It should be noted that Gawen the brother to Andrew tutored William 
Elliot (later Eliott), great uncle to boy. This was likely the oldest son 
of Gilbert. Where at that time elders in family may have been 
considered uncles.

Margaret the daughter of Arthur Eliott and grand of  Dowager Lady 
Eliott of Stobs, and I are of  Horsliehill, but they are of Redheugh, 
and I am of Larriston, branch of the Redheugh line. Because it is not 
a line well search an some Roberts are known in it, plus a William of 
Gorenberry, the conclusion I made on the line is only temporary, but 
it is of the line which by the standards of James Lewis Armstrong, of 
The Armstrong Chronicles travels with the Fairy Bear from the 
forest in or near Saxony, to North Germany/Denmark, onto York 
then up to  Liddel Strength, Kirkandrew, Leven Flu, Canonby region 
then up the Liddel beyond Mangerton, and South of Branxholme, on 
The Hill, The Hermitage Hill, then from one border region to 
another of Fermanagh/Armagh Ulster then departing onto America.



Information again provided by Robert P. Elliott, and one can see that 

Germany, at 630 years, is the most likely place the Daniel Cluster  
Modal, is from.



Probable Y-DNA path starting near Berlin.



Berwald-Bear of the Forest; is it Fairy Bear Migration?

Path of migration for my Y-DNA;

Mark Elliott   9/25/2013


